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1. Let f(%) be any integrable function defmediin (0,1) and f(x) = f(x + 1)
for all real x. Let us put

n

Fn(x)=*Fn(x,f)~ i - 2
fc = l

which is known as Riemann sum of f(x).

Jessen has proved that if (nk) is a sequence of integers such that wfcJwfc+3

(k = 1,2, ..-.)> then FWλ.(.r, /) converges to the integral of /(#) for almost all
xas &->oo. But, in general, Fn(x,f) does not converge almost everywhere
for integrable function f(x). Further, Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund HI] proved
that there is a function f(x) belonging to the class (Lp) (1 ̂  p < 2) such that
its Riemann sum does not converge. His example is essentially

Recently, T. Tsuchikura [2] proved that the Riemann sum of the function

-ΈΓΊ cos2τrfo*:

converges almost everywhere, and proposed the problem "Does the Riemann
sum of the function

converge almost everywhere?"
This is positive. We can prove, more generally, that the Riemann sum

of the function

diverges almost everywhere for cc <; 1/2, and converges almost everywhere
for a > 1/2.

2. We prove

THEOREM 1. Let f(x) be an integrable function with period 1 and its
Fourier series be

" cos 2πnx
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Then the Riemann sum off(x)

(2) Fn{x) = Fn(xJ) = ^^Σ

diverges almost everywhere for α g l / 2 and converges almost everywhere jor
a > 1/2, as #-»oo.

For the proof of this theorem, we need a lemma, due to Khintchine :

LEMMA 1. Iff{x) is a positive increasing function defined in (0, oo) such that
oo

/ f{x)dx= oo, then there is an infinite number of solutions p/q such that

(3) \x-PlQ\<Aq)lQ
oo

for almost all x, but if I f{x)dx converges, then the number of solutions of

(3) is finite for almost all x.

Let us now prove the theorem. We can easily see that

„ *ξi cos 2πknx
n W ~ ~Vkn(logCkn)r

for # φ θ (mod 1). The last series, by Abel's lemma, is

^ cos 2πknx

(4) * = 1 ' ' w " " λ = 1

__ __3_ ̂ i 1 sin2 (k + 1)2 nx
"~ 4 ίίϊ

say. In order to estimating S, we distinguish three cases.
3.) ct < 1/2. By the lemma, for almost all x, there is an infinite number

of integers n such that

(5) \{nx)\ <l/nlogn,

(y) denoting the difference of y and the nearest integer. For such n

(6) Jin>(k+l)2πnx f iork^Anlogn,
v ' 2 sin2 πnx ' —

A being a constant, and then

o > V > A v ^ l o g n _ A n
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Hence, for almost all x,

(7) lim sup Fn(x) = oo.

b) a = 1/2. By the lemma, we can replace logn in (5) by logn loglog n,
and then we obtain, for almost all x,

S > As/ϊog log w

for infinitely many n. Thus we get (7) in this case.

c) a > 1/2. For almost all but fixed x, there is an integer n0 such that

\(nx)\ >l/n(lognf (n^n0)

where 2 a > 0 > 1, by the second part of the lemma. Now

say. Then, for M > n0, we have

n)f

and

^^s/n(log w)Λ Ίn(ϊ6gn)ψ* \ (logw)α~^ / κ J

Thus we get S2 = o (1), and then

lim Fn(x) = 0

almost everywhere.

3. Concerning the convergence of the Riemann sum of (1) in the stronger
sense than the ordinary one, we get

THEOREM 2. Let f(x) be defined by (1), then the series

converges almost everywhere for a > 1 and diverges almost everywhere for

PROOF. We have
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d(m)

where d(m) donotes the number of divisors of m. Putting τ(m) =

the series

Σ
d(m) s~, τ{m)

m{logmY« <Z* ni\\ogmy«

converge or diverge simultaneously. It is known that

τ(fn) = m log m 4- o (m).
Hence the las t series converges or diverges according as « > l o
T h u s the theorem is proved.

4. We can generalize Theorem 1 in the following form:

THEOREM 3. Σ<et

(8) fix) ~
fc = l

where (alc) is a convex null sequence. If
[w2logrc]

(9) jf 2 β*

or more1 generally
[n2logn log log u]

^β Riemann sum of (8) diverges almost everywhere. ZOn the other hand,
if, for some β > 1,

[n*(log n)β]

-^ 2
fcl

or /wofβ generally
[w2log n(log log n A

^ 2 *">° (»->«>)r
then the Riemann sum of (8) converges to zero almost everywhere.

Prcof runs similarly as Theorem 1. As in the case a) in the proof of."
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Theorem 1, the Riemann sum diverges as
[nlog n]

(10) *Σ Kk + ΌΔ2 a,,, Φ O (1) (n -> oo).

The left side is
[n log w] [n locf n]

2 * ( * + ! ) Δ a Λfcn = 2 2 «fcn - ^ l o g « ΛLn2 iog»]
fc=l k=ί

+ f n log ήfa^tog n ]

and then (9) implies (10), since («fc) tends to zero monotonously.
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